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BILATERAL RELATIONS 
 
Seventieth Anniversary of Sino-Swiss Diplomatic Relations: Profiles Series- Max Petitpierre
Published by eda.admin.ch, October 7th, 2020
This year marks the 70th anniversary of diplomatic relations between China and Switzerland, one of the first Western
countries to recognise the People’s Republic of China. In the seven decades of diplomatic ties, bilateral relations have
reached many milestones marked by, for instance, the Free Trade Agreement in 2013, the first FTA China signed with a
continental European country. The two countries’ relations have been flourishing in recent years, with frequent reciprocal
visits of top officials and close exchanges on all levels. To commemorate the 70 years of diplomatic ties, the Embassy of
Switzerland is running a series of profiles of people who have contributed greatly to our two nations’ relations. These
people can be a politician, a scientist, a scholar, an artist or even a watchmaker who introduced Swiss watch making to
the Middle Kingdom. Today we feature the story of Max Petitpierre, former Foreign Minister and President of
Switzerland, whose telegram to the then Chinese President Mao Zedong made the two countries modern day diplomatic
relations possible. On January 17, 1950, the then President of Swiss Confederation Max Petitpierre sent a telegram to
President Mao Zedong, officially recognizing the People’s Republic of China. The telegram was a precursor to the formal
establishment of diplomatic relations between Switzerland and China on September 14 in the same year. Max
Petitpierre’s visionary act made Switzerland one of the first Western countries to take up diplomatic relations with China.
 

BUSINESS NEWS 
 
Swiss Watch Exports Decline, Leaving Industry More China-Reliant
Published by bloomberg.com, October 20th, 2020
Swiss watch exports extended their longest decline in about three years as the industry becomes even more dependent
on the Chinese market. Shipments fell 12% to CHF 1.6 billion (USD 1.76 billion) in September, dropping an eighth
consecutive month, according to the Federation of the Swiss Watch Industry. Exports to China surged 79%, while falling
almost everywhere else. China has been one of the few bright spots amid the gloom this year, and the country is
replacing Hong Kong as the top destination for Swiss luxury timepieces. Hong Kong had been the biggest market for
more than a decade, as wealthy Chinese often traveled there to buy watches to avoid China’s luxury taxes. Now Swiss
watchmakers are eyeing the southern Chinese province of Hainan as business there is booming amid its resorts and
casinos, according to Julien Tornare, the head of LVMH’s Zenith brand. China in July increased the tax-free shopping
limit in Hainan to CNY 100,000 (USD 14,930) annually per person, up from CNY 30,000.
 
Givaudan Opens its World-Class Fragrance Production Facility in Changzhou, China
Published by givaudan.com, October 15th, 2020
Givaudan opened its newest state-of-the-art fragrance production facility in Changzhou, China. In line with the recently
announced 2025 strategy – Committed to Growth, with Purpose – China remains a key growth market for innovative and
consumer-preferred fragranced products. The Changzhou production facility, costing more than CHF 100 million and
constructed on a land area of 76,000 square metres, is outfitted with the most advanced auto-dosing system allowing for
high accuracy and efficiency and an agile manufacturing environment. Consistent with Givaudan’s global manufacturing
processes, the production facility meets the highest global and local standards in fragrance manufacturing including
advanced environmental, health and safety features. It will substantially increase the company’s existing manufacturing
output spanning personal, home and fabric care fragrances through to oral care flavours, encapsulated fragrances, and
prestige perfumes to serve customers in China and Asia Pacific. CEO, Gilles Andrier said: “Opening this production
facility in China – an important high growth market – demonstrates our commitment to our customers, and aligns to our
2025 strategy and purpose. This investment will strengthen our position as a strategic partner to our customers in the
region and will cater to the increasing consumer demands for great smelling sustainable fragrances.”
 
Glencore to Send 1st Spot LNG Cargo to China’s Zhoushan in Key JV
Published by hellenicshippingnews.com, October 19th, 2020
Swiss-based global mining and commodities trader Glencore is set to send its first spot liquefied natural gas cargo to
Zhoushan in eastern China in a trading joint venture with Zhejiang Energy Group, a top company trader said. Glencore’s
joint venture with Zhejiang, which is backed by the provincial government, dates from 2018, making it one of the few
Western traders with such tie-ups in China, the world’s top crude oil buyer and second-largest importer of LNG. Alex
Sanna, Glencore’s global head of oil and gas, told an oil and gas seminar in Zhoushan that the shipment was set to
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arrive there “in two weeks”. The first spot cargo purchase came after the Zhejiang firm’s natural gas group injected funds
in June into the joint venture, Sanna added. Zhoushan, which receives growing flows of super-chilled natural gas, is the
site of a terminal run by private Chinese gas firm ENN Energy Holdings with annual capacity to receive 3 million tonnes.
 
Swiss Lab Tests Out Chinese Driverless Delivery Van
Published by eenewseurope.com, October 12th, 2020
Swiss research lab EPFL is testing out a driverless delivery van from a Chinese supplier across its campus. The
Autonomously Delivered Orders from Restaurants at EPFL (ADORE) project will use self-driving electric vehicles to
deliver meals and other products over the next few months. The project partners are Mobility Lab (a joint initiative
between EPFL, HES-SO Valais-Wallis, Swiss Post, the City of Sion and the Canton of Valais), Neolix, FixPosition and
Takinoa. The electric-powered delivery van from NeoLix is 1 meter wide, just under 3 meters long and 1.8 meters high.
It’s equipped with over 15 sensors, 5 cameras, a touch screen and a satellite antenna that employs technology allowing
the vehicle to be continuously located. It carries food and other goods in its 11 side boxes, which are locked with a code.
Although the van can theoretically travel at up to 50 km/h, its speed will be capped at 6 km/h on campus and a student
will always accompany it.

CULTURE & SOCIETY
Interview: Swiss Film Director Eyes Collaborations with China
Published by china.org.cn, October 13th, 2020
India-born and Switzerland-raised director and screenwriter Bindu de Stoppani has told Xinhua she is fascinated by
Chinese movies and interested in exploring collaborations with directors in China. "I love Chinese films. The aesthetics...
looking at the same stories we are used to in the West, with a different point of view, a different vision, is fascinating to
me," she said on the occasion of this year's "Italian Language Week" and the screening of her film at the Embassy of
Switzerland in Beijing. "I am sadly not as educated in the vastness of Chinese cinema, and would absolutely love to
know more and work in China on a project," De Stoppani, who directed the 2017 feature film "Finding Camille," said. "It's
all about what a Chinese production company is looking for and what I could offer as a foreign director," she added.
China's film market is the world's second-largest and is growing at a rapid pace. During the eight-day National Day
holiday which ended last Thursday, China's film market saw a brisk recovery as its box office earnings surpassed CNY
3.95 billion (about USD 583 million), according to China Film News.
 

GENERAL INTEREST
Uriel Orlow’s Installation at Taipei Biennial 2020
Published by prohelvetia.cn, October 19th, 2020
Swiss artist Uriel Orlow will participate in the 12th edition of Taipei Biennial. Presented by Taipei Fine Arts Museum
(TFAM), Taipei Biennial will take place this November. Co-curated by philosopher Bruno LATOUR and independent
curator Martin GUINARD, along with independent curator Eva LIN, who has been specially invited to curate the public
programs, this year’s biennial will showcase a line-up of works by 58 participants/groups from 25 countries and territories
worldwide. Entitled You and I Don’t Live on the Same Planet, the biennial starts from the postulate proposed by Latour
and Guinard that “people around the world no longer agree on what it means to live ‘on’ Earth. As we come closer to a
series of tipping points, we simultaneously witness a division between those who seem to have abandoned planet Earth,
those who try to make it more inhabitable, and those whose cosmology never fitted within the ideals of the globalizing
project in the first place”.
 

INDUSTRIES

ENGINEERING / MANUFACTURING

Award Winner Takes the City to New Heights
Published by shine.cn, October 27th, 2020
Daryoush Ziai, CEO of Jiading-based Schindler (China) Elevator Co, shares the honor of his Shanghai Magnolia Silver
Award with his wife at the presentation ceremony. Having lived in China for 10 years, Iranian-American Daryoush Ziai
really is a China hand. Chinese-style decorations on his desk include bamboo-carving art, duplicates of terra-cotta
warriors and chinaware. Bamboo bonsai are planted inside the building, while the meeting rooms are adorned in
traditional Chinese style. Last month, Ziai won the Magnolia Silver Award for his contributions to the elevator industry in
Shanghai. He said the medal was a recognition not only for himself, but also for the leap in development of Jiading-
based company Schindler (China) Elevator Co. Schindler Group, a Swiss company with a 140-year history, launched its
largest research center in Jiading in 2016 and, after that, two more factories moved from Suzhou in neighboring Jiangsu
Province to the district, both of which have been running on solar power since last year. The company’s goal is to provide
high-technology and high-quality elevators for companies and consumers. “The annual production of elevators keeps
increasing. We were also involved in the recent key project in Shanghai to install elevators in old residential houses,
aiming to provide a more convenient way of life for residents,” said Ziai.
 
Roche's China-Driven Growth Grinds to Halt Amid COVID-19 Diagnosis Delays
Published by spglobal.com, October 15th, 2020
Roche Holding AG said the COVID-19 pandemic continues to impact medical diagnoses and the uptake of its drugs in
China, bringing growth to a halt in one of the Swiss pharmaceutical and diagnostics group's biggest markets. The impact
of the pandemic has been between USD 1 billion and USD 2 billion so far, from missed doctors' appointments and
diagnoses to delays in switching to new therapies, Bill Anderson, CEO of Roche Pharmaceuticals, said. In China, while
much of life has returned to normal, the healthcare system's capacity has been diminished. Price cuts introduced for
some of Roche's medicines last year were intended to expand access and drive large increases in volume, but the region
ultimately saw only a moderate uptick. "Our sales growth is rather modest — practically flat — so far this year, and what
that reflects is some continued gains in volume [in the pharma business], but offset by price decreases," Roche
Pharmaceuticals CEO Bill Anderson, told reporters on an conference call following third-quarter results. "And so we see
that ongoing impact on our business."
 
Sika with Higher Ebit Margin and Sales Growth in the First Nine Months of 2020
Published by globenewswire.co, October 22nd, 2020
Sika maintained its growth trajectory over the first nine months of 2020 despite the severe repercussions of the
coronavirus pandemic, increasing sales by 2.6% in local currencies to CHF 5,805.5 million. The effect of acquisitions
contributed 9.2% to the growth in sales. At –6.6%, organic growth in the first nine months of the current year was in
negative territory. A strongly negative currency effect (–6.0%) caused sales in Swiss francs to decline by 3.4%; the latter
figure reflects a currency loss of around CHF 357 million. China performed particularly impressively, recording strong
double-digit organic growth rates in recent months with most Target Markets expanding again. The former Parex
business has been strikingly resilient to the crisis: it generated further growth in the various distribution channels. The
project business in China is now also once again recording double-digit growth rates thanks to infrastructure orders.
Furthermore, Australia and New Zealand have made positive contributions to regional business development. By
contrast, countries such as Japan and India as well as the Southeast Asia region have been recovering only slowly from
the declining business activities triggered by the coronavirus pandemic.

BANK / FINANCE / INSURANCE

Julius Baer Welcomes New Group Head in Hong Kong
Published by theasset.com, October 12th, 2020
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Bank Julius Baer has appointed Vijay Solomon as group head of Global India and Developed Markets, effective
September 29th. Based in Hong Kong, he brings with him a team of six relationship managers to provide wealth
management services for growing client segment of Indian professionals and entrepreneurs in Asia. Solomon reports to
Torsten Linke, head of Global India and Developed Markets. Solomon has more than 23 years of experience in financial
services and wealth management. He was most recently heading the Non-Resident Indian and Japan international
businesses based out of Hong Kong for Credit Suisse. He was also one of the designated executive officers for the Hong
Kong branch of Credit Suisse. Prior to that, he held senior wealth management roles at DBS, Societe Generale and ICICI
Bank across Hong Kong and India.

HOSPITALITY / TOURISM / RETAILS

SWISS to Keep Switzerland Connected with the World in Winter 2020/21 Despite Strict Quarantine Provisions
Published by aviation24.be, September 29th, 2020
SWISS restored several more destinations to its flight schedules from Zurich and Geneva in the coming 2020/21 winter
timetable period. As a result, some 85% of the airline’s previous route network will now receive SWISS service. In view of
the numerous current travel restrictions and quarantine provisions, however, the new schedules offer only 30 to (at the
most) 40% of the capacities provided for the same period last year. SWISS’s initially planned 2020/21 winter schedules
have had to be substantially downwardly revised, and the capacity levels originally envisaged for October will now only
be achieved towards the end of the coming winter period. Further adjustments may also be required, depending primarily
on future global developments on the quarantine front. SWISS continues to advocate the adoption of rapid-result COVID-
19 testing capabilities, to make travel a viable option again and ensure international mobility.
 
Nestlé Reports Nine-Month Sales for 2020
Published by globenewswire.com, October 21st, 2020
Mark Schneider, Nestlé CEO, commented: “Nestlé has remained resilient in a difficult and volatile environment. Our
people have acted in a responsible and prompt manner to mitigate the impact of the global pandemic and have adapted
quickly to evolving consumer needs. Strong organic growth was broad based and supported by sustained momentum in
the Americas, Purina PetCare and Nestlé Health Science, as well as the acceleration of our coffee business in the third
quarter. We continue to develop our portfolio with speed and discipline. As an example, we are transforming Nestlé
Health Science into a nutrition and health powerhouse through a combination of strong organic growth and targeted
acquisitions. The recent additions of Zenpep, Vital Proteins and Aimmune Therapeutics are further steps in the
expansion of our nutritional health offerings." China saw negative growth, turning positive in the third quarter. Coffee,
culinary and ice cream all delivered positive growth, with sequential quarterly improvements. The contraction in Wyeth
infant formula sales continued to moderate. The roll-out of the locally produced Belsol brand is on track. Infant cereals
and Purina PetCare both grew at a double-digit rate. Nestlé Professional reported a sales decrease, with growth
recovering to almost flat in the third quarter. Strong momentum in e-commerce continued, driven by Nescafé, Starbucks
products and dairy.
 
LEGAL / TAX / CONSULTING / SERVICES

The Bridge Magazine 2020 Autumn Edition is Now Available
Published by swisscham.org, October 26th, 2020
The Chinese government has prioritized the development of the Greater Bay Area in the past and will do so also in the
years to come. In order to get a feel of what this region represents, the Bridge reached out to several Swiss companies
and asked the Consul General of Switzerland in Guangzhou how he sees the development in China’s south. This issue
of the Bridge also features a contribution from VISCHER law and tax, focusing on the pros and cons of digital platforms
that grant access to the Chinese consumers. In addition, we have an article of the University of St. Gallen, looking at the
elites of nations, including China and Switzerland. In our member section, we provide an overview of our newly elected
Boards in Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou, a list of past events and seminars, and a summary of companies that
joined SwissCham China in the recent months. 
 
Swiss Centers China: 20 Years of Supporting Swiss Companies in China
Published by swisscenters.org, October 20th, 2020
The Swiss Centers Foundation celebrated its 20-year anniversary with an event on October 16th in Neuchatel. Over
twenty years, Swiss Centers has served more than 350 companies in China. Jean-Jacques de Dardel, the former Swiss
Ambassador to China, takes up the Presidency of the Swiss Centers Foundation from 2020. The newly established
Swiss Centers Group SA will serve as the executive business unit, providing practical services to assist the Swiss
companies to be successful in the Chinese market. Besides supporting Swiss enterprises in the Far East, Swiss Centers
China also stepped up during the COVID-19 crisis to manage the sourcing, quality-control and transport of life-saving
PPE materials from China to Switzerland.
 
How to Work with a Trade Partner on a Cross-Border E-Commerce Platform in China
Published by s-ge.com, October 8th, 2020
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the enforcement of social distancing, lockdowns and other measures has driven up the
demand for online shopping in China. Get an overview on the players in the Chinese cross-border e-commerce
ecosystem and learn how to choose the right trade partner. Recently, China’s two biggest e-commerce giants, Alibaba
and JD.com, handled 136.51 billion US dollars-worth of sales through their platforms on the occasion of China’s major
annual shopping event, known as “618” (because it falls on June 18). JD.com had a total transaction volume of 269.2
billion yuan (37.99 billion US dollars), an increase of 33.6% year on year, while Alibaba said gross merchandise value
(GMV) stood at 698.2 billion yuan (98.52 billion US dollars). Growth will continue in the Chinese e-commerce market and
this ongoing development will offer huge opportunities to Swiss companies. However, the most challenging question is
how to successfully enter a large Chinese e-commerce platform. This article illustrates the functions and services
provided by third-party agencies, i.e. trade partners (TPs), as well as the cost framework, in order to enable Swiss
companies to gain a better understanding of how TPs support foreign companies operating on Chinese cross-border e-
commerce platforms.
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